Epicor for Fluid Power Distributors

Functionality
• Customer-specific pricing
• Serial and lot tracking
• Production orders and manufacturing
• Hose assemblies & tracking
• Configurator assembly templates

Fluid Power Distributors
An active member of the Fluid Power Distributors Association (FPDA), with Epicor
executives holding seats on both the Statistics and Technology committees, Epicor
Software Corporation is dedicated to serving the technology needs of the fluid power
industry. Leading fluid power distributors, including Brenner Fiedler & Associates,
Flowline Components, G.S. Hydraulics, Pneumatic Technology, DXP Enterprises and

• Order history and previous requests

many others, trust Epicor solutions to manage their business efficiently. Because Epicor

• Internal routing and off-site secondary
processing secondary processing

seeks to provide fluid power distributors with the best solutions to help them meet

• Flexible units of measure
• RMA’s
• Rebate management
• Split commissions processing
• Special pricing agreement items
• Manufacturer’s rep order processing
and reporting
• Linked drawings/documents
• Service and maintenance
• Revisions
• Scrapping
• Progress billing

their business goals, the company established the Epicor Fluid Power Advisory Council
and regularly seeks out the input of its fluid power customers in the development of
its solutions and services.
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In Your Industry
As a fluid power distributor, you face different challenges than any other wholesaler. You must
handle complicated production orders and assemblies, manage complex pricing structures, and
monitor an incredibly diverse inventory.

A Comprehensive Solution
You need an enterprise software solution that helps you meet the industry-specific challenges
you face on a daily—and hourly—basis. Epicor provides that solution. Epicor software solutions
will help you increase sales, improve customer service, and reduce operating costs, all while
better managing your daily processes and streamlining operations.
Packed with functionality designed to address the requirements of your distinctive business
needs, core features include order and inventory management, purchasing, pricing, financial
management, contact management, business reporting and analysis, e-business, and
warehouse management.
As a fluid power distributor, you want a technology provider who understands your needs, who
can also act as a business partner with wide-ranging industry expertise and a vision to help
guide you into the future.
Epicor offers both. When you partner with Epicor, you can expect only the best in technology
solutions and professional services, as well as the industry-specific functionality you need to
drive your business. Epicor understands the fluid power industry—and can help drive dollars to
your bottom line.

Customer-Specific Pricing
As a distributor, you can probably count on a few customers to order certain products from
your company on a regular basis. It makes sense for you to reward frequent customers—and
encourage return business—by offering special pricing. The solution gives you the flexibility
to set prices as you see fit—including offering select customers preferred pricing and setting
promotional pricing—ensuring you maintain your margins while meeting customer and
competitive demands.

Serial and Lot Tracking
Because of manufacturer warranties and product recalls, tracking serial and lot numbers on
items like hydraulic pumps, manifolds, and end gauges is an important part of your business.
The Epicor solution for fluid power distributors allows you to record the serial numbers on
everything in your warehouse and have flexibility in how you track this information. For
example, you can record item serial numbers as they enter your business to produce detailed
inventory reports, or you can enter them into the solution at point of sale. It’s your choice—
after all, it’s your business.

Order History and Previous Requests
How often do you deal with customers who ask for the same item they purchased a year
ago? And, when you ask for more specific information, they only remember that it was a gear
pump—or that they bought it sometime in November?
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With the Epicor solution, you can search through a customer’s
complete sales history using self-determined criteria. You can narrow
your sales history search by date range or keywords—i.e., “blue gear
pump”—and, in a few simple steps, add that item to the customer’s
current order. This saves time—and eliminates trips to the file
cabinet to thumb through customer invoices.

Production Orders and Manufacturing
Manufacturing functionality enables you to list items like full
yassembled hydraulic pumps in your solution, at one price with
one item code, eliminating the need to re-enter a long list of line
items each time you sell and assemble the products. This saves
order-entry personnel time and prevents costly errors and mixups.
Customer service representatives can also increase sales by up-selling
assembled or manufactured products when customers request
groups of items.
The same functionality also takes the guesswork out of determining
how many items or kits you can assemble with what you have
in stock. When a customer calls to request an item with more
than one part, the solution searches your database, finds all of
the components necessary to manufacture a kit or assembly, and
calculates the least common denominator of these pieces. In
seconds, customer service representatives know exactly how many
of a particular kit they can offer your customers—without taking a
walk to the warehouse to manually find and count SKUs.

Internal Routing and Off-Site
Secondary Processing
To improve customer service, increase efficiencies, and capitalize on
business opportunities, fluid power distributors regularly send stock
items out of the warehouse to be assembled or reworked to meet
customers’ requests.
Designed for distributors who process material after it is received
from the vendor but before it is sent to the customer, the solution
tracks multi-stage secondary processes like assemblies, plating,
and rework.
For example, if you send the components of a pump out of the
office for assembly, the solution will track purchase orders, costing,
and quantities, as well as the period of time the inventory is off your
premises, allowing for better inventory control. The solution will
start tracking these processes automatically, upon receipt of
material. However, you also have the option of starting secondary
processes manually.

Manage inventory sent for secondary processing through a Work
in Progress account. The Work in Progress account helps you track
inventory for financial and inventory evaluation purposes—so you
always know how much is in stock, how much is available, and
to whom it is allocated. Additionally, the solution accounts for
unexpected costs and losses in your processes—such as shrinkage or
damage—ensuring you always stay profitable.

Hose Assemblies
Managing and assembling products like custom hoses can be a
labor-intensive process, and Epicor offers a time saving solution.
Tracking the depth of the fitting that covers the hose (cut factor),
tells you how much hose you need for each complete assembly. For
example, if a customer requests a 24-inch hose assembly with twoinch couplings, the solution will factor in the length of the couplings
and direct your employees to cut a 20-inch piece of hose.
The solution also includes an assembly decoder, in which you
can keep records of master item assemblies complete with the
different optional components you need to complete each assembly.
Simplify the process by allowing your employees to select only
the appropriate component for each piece from a pop-up menu.
Additionally, the solution factors customer-specific pricing into the
final price of the product, saving your employees from the timeconsuming task of manually calculating extended prices.

Hose Tracking
When a customer requests a 36-inch hose, he wants one continuous
length—not one stretch of 30 inches and another of 6 inches.
Therefore, keeping track of the amount of hose on the rolls in your
warehouse is important to your customers’ satisfaction— and vital
to your profitability.
Hose tracking capabilities ensure efficient and profitable product
management. The solution tracks how much product is available
on each roll and from where orders should be pulled. For example,
if a customer requests 40 inches of hose, the solution will direct
warehouse employees to pull the order from Reel A—with 43 inches
of hose—rather than Reel B—with 1,000 inches of hose. In fact,
the solution will even suggest selling the customer 43 inches of
hose to reduce the chance of 3 inches of scrap. The solution will
then subtract the sum from the roll’s total, eliminating guessing
games and inventory discrepancies. You can assign rolls numeric or
alphabetic names, or identify them by manufacturers’ specified
roll numbers.
Make sure that you always know how much hose is in your
warehouse—and that you sell every last inch of it.
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Flexible Units of Measure
Just because you measure hose by inches and feet does not mean that customers will stop
requesting the same product in centimeters and meters. The solution makes it easy for
your customer service representatives to fulfill customer needs while reducing confusion by
automatically converting differing units of measure to your self-defined company standard.

Return Material Authorizations
Simplify return and warranty processes by using the solution to generate return material
authorizations (RMAs) for each product that moves off of your premises. By requiring customers
to submit RMAs with all returns, you can better manage inventory and accounting issues and
ensure that you only accept products you actually sold.
When customers return goods with RMAs, you can generate cash or credit refunds through
the solution, and return the stock to inventory or discard it, depending upon the issue. If you
discard the stock, the solution factors the cost of the item into the moving average cost of the
particular SKU, so you will recover any losses.

Rebate Management
Many of the top manufacturers in the fluid power industry—like Parker Hannifin—offer rebates
that help distributors maximize profits while attracting new customers.
Robust rebate functionality helps you manage these rebates, ensures you have the functionality
you need to take advantage of anything your manufacturers might offer. The solution enables
you to track vendor rebates electronically, resulting in more accurate books and a healthier
bottom line.
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